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Note No. 108 The Veil of Vouchers

S. Rarmachandran In the five years since Czechoslovakia and ket would still clear. How much cash would
Mongolia pioneered vouchers, other countries be tendered in the cash auction cannot be pre-
have also used them in their mass privatization dicted-except that it would necessarily be less
programs. But the effect of vouchers and how than 500 million pengos, the total cash out-
they work are often misunderstood. Using a standing. But two results can be predicted: First,
simple extension of monetary theory, this Note the aggregate cash bid would be unrelated to
shows why vouchers do not affect the price the assets' book value.' Second, regardless of
level even though, like currency, they carry a how much cash was tendered, the price level
face value. And it shows that vouchers allow would fall until the untendered cash was again
assets to sell despite seemingly binding mini- worth 500 million coconuts.
mum acceptable bid prices.

This last result lies at the core of monetary
Basic voucher arithmetic theory. If, for example, 100 million pengos of

currency were tendered and tlherefore with-
Consider the simplest case of a closed, trans- drawn permanently from circulation, the 400
forming economy whose 10 million people use million pengos still outstanding must be enough
the pengo as currency and whose government to buy the 500 million coconut-equivalent that
is privatizing 150 million pengos (in book the public desires to hold as cash to effect trans-
value) of state-owned assets such as enterprises actions. The price of each coconut must there-
and houses. fore fall from 1 pengo to 80 pengitos (400 . 500,

with 100 pengitos to the pengo), and the nomi-
Cash-only auction nal price of all other goods would fall by an

equivalent amount so that relative prices re-
To understand the effects of vouchers, it is help- main unchanged. One cannot say how quickly
ful to first consider what would happen in their the price level would fall, but the final equilib-
absence-if the government sells the assets for rium is unambiguous. (If the cash tendered
cash only. The value of cash (in terms of goods were subsequently reinjected into the economy,
such as coconuts or hamburgers)-and thus the the price level would not change.)
price level-depends on the demand for real
balances. Assume that in the simple case de- Vouchers-only auction
scribed above there were 500 million pengos in
cash outstanding and people wished to hold the Now assume the govemment distributes 200 mil-
equivalent of 500 million coconuts (or hamburg- lion vouchers-pieces of paper that can be used
ers) to effect transactions conveniently. Then each to bid for the assets, each with a face value of
pengo would be worth a coconut-and vice one pengo. Recipients pay nothing (or a token
versa. The relative prices of all other goods would amount) for the vouchers. And whether each
be determined by supply and demand. receives twenty vouchers or an amount related

to his or her age, height, or military service is a
If state-owned assets were privatized for cash detail that affects the redistribution of wealth,
alone and no vouchers were created, the mar- not the market prices of vouchers or assets.
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The Veil of Vouchers

Let's say state-owned enterprises are sold for to accumulate or divest vouchers but would
vouchers only (that is, no cash is accepted) and not alter the aggregate outstanding stock of cash
the auction involves multiple rounds of bidding, or vouchers. Because bidders would find it
but final allocation and payment are made only cheaper to tender vouchers at the auction, no
when there is no excess supply of or demand cash would be tendered.
for any firm. (In the Czech privatization pro-
gram, most firms were sold in just two rounds But some cash could be tendered if there were
of bidding.) Because vouchers have no use ex- so few vouchers outstanding that they traded at
cept in buying these firms, the voucher price of par in the secondary market. If only 80 million
each firm would be bid up or down until every pengos in vouchers were distributed, for ex-
voucher distributed is tendered and every firm ample, each voucher would tend to trade for
is sold.2 Some firms may sell for more than book 1.25 pengos in cash (100 + 80)-a substantial
value and some for less, but the aggregate price premium over face value. But because people
paid for all firms would have to equal the ag- could pay cash for assets, no one would pay
gregate face value of vouchers. Thus, if only 50 more than a pengo for a voucher. So vouchers
million vouchers had been issued rather than would never actually trade at a premium,4 and
200 million, all firms would still have sold, all 80 million vouchers would be tendered at
though for an aggregate 50 million pengos in the auction along with 20 million pengos in cash.
vouchers-a value unrelated to the assets' book
value of 150 million pengos. In this example, cash is tendered only because

the government had in effect put too low a ceil-
In addition, with 200 million vouchers issued, ing on the cash price of vouchers. Accepting each
each with a face value of one pengo, the cash voucher at face value-on par with cash-pre-
value in the secondary market for vouchers vented the vouchers' real value (in terms of
need not equal 200 million pengos. Some goods) from rising enough to clear the asset
voucher recipients would be uninterested in market. (The cash price ceiling on vouchers is
buying firms and others would be interested binding only if the aggregate nominal stock of
in buying a sizable stake: and the cash price of vouchers is less than the assets' market value in
a voucher could be greater or less than a pengo cash-which is unobservable before the auction.)
depending on the (unobservable) market price
(in cash) of the assets being sold. This result has a simple policy implication: If

policymakers do not want to alter the amount
Cash and voucher auction of cash outstanding (and perhaps the price

level), it is better to issue "too many" vouchers.
If the government accepts any combination of Harmlessly bidding up the voucher prices of
vouchers and cash as payment for assets, this firms also allows the sale to fetch a "good" price,
puts a ceiling on the cash price of vouchers. 3 helping to avoid the criticism of selling too
And the cash price of vouchers in the second- cheaply. Of course, issuing more vouchers low-
ary market would invariably be lower than the ers the cash price of vouchers in the secondary
ceiling. market (that is, increases the discount from face

value). But the government will not be blamed
Consider what would happen if 200 million for this if the secondary market is not explicitly
pengos in vouchers were outstanding and as- legal-and trades are therefore conducted only
sets were sold without a reservation price for surreptitiously (though efficiently).
either cash or vouchers. If the market value of
all the assets was 100 million pengos in a cash- Adding a reservation price
only auction, a voucher would trade for 50
pengitos cash (100 * 200) in the secondary mar- In the examples so far, assets are sold for any
ket. Such secondary trading allows individuals price, no matter how low. But governments



often set a reservation price (a minimum ac- have been to persuade the government to an-
ceptable bid price) to deflect the inevitable nounce the sequence of the asset sales-an
criticism that they are "giving away the crown action to which it would have agreed. That
jewels" or in a misguided attempt to counter would have led to sufficient widening of the
perceived collusion by bidders. (It is ironic that secondary market discount of vouchers-and
those wlho object to firms' being sold too a more successful privatization.
cheaply barely protest when vouchers are dis-
tributed for free, although the two are equiva- Thus, reservation prices are not fatal to voucher
lent, as shown below.) privatization. They can be a useful illusion,

shielding the government from the common
To see how having a reservation price affects criticism of "selling too cheaply." Assets would
outcomes, let's extend the earlier example-in sell even if the reservation price exceeds the
which 200 million pengos in vouchers are is- (unobservable) market price of assets-as long
sued-by having the government set a reserva- as it is less than the sum of the market price in
tion price of 220 million pengos (to be binding, caslh and the aggregate outstanding vouchers.
the reservation price must exceed the aggre- This result favors distributing lots of vouchers.
gate face value of vouchers outstanding). As-
sets will not sell unless the additional 20 million But to say that reservation prices are not fatal
pengos are paid in, so vouchers must be aug- to privatization is not to argue that they are
mented with cash. But the assets do not be- desirable. Reservation prices are usually set for
come more valuable just because a reservation each firm, not in the aggregate. and firms whose
price is set, and the market value remains 100 market values are lowest relative to their res-
million pengos in cash (or coconut-equivalent). ervation prices would remain unsold. A firm
Since 20 million pengos must be paid in cash, whose market value was 1 million pengos but
the 200 million vouchers can be worth only 80 whose reservation price was 3 million, for ex-
million pengos in cash-implying a secondary ample, would go unsold because buying 3
market price for vouchers of 40 pengitos million pengos in vouchers would cost 1.2
(80 . 200), down from 50 pengitos with no bind- million in cash-200,000 pengos too much.5

ing reservation price.
Voucher myths

Two important results should be noted. First,
a binding reservation price does not prevent It is often claimed that vouchers make privati-
asset sales but only reduces the secondary zation affordable, create purchasing power, and
market price of vouchers. This counterintuitive overcome capital shortages. These are myths
result occurs because the secondary market that arise from the paradox of composition:
discount of voucher prices acts as a safety valve. what appears to be true from an individual's
Second, for the secondary market discount to point of view is not true in the aggregate.
undo the normally pernicious effect of a reser-
vation price, the market must have sufficient A person who receives a voucher may think
information about the rules of the auction and that she is wealthier than before, but if every-
the assets being sold. When important infor- one receives a voucher, she is not. Wealth rep-
mation-such as the amount and sequence of resents her share of the economy's income, and
assets to be sold-is wanting, the secondarv everyone obviously cannot get a larger share.
market prices of vouchers may not fall suffi- More important-and counterintuitively-when
ciently, thereby inhibiting asset sales. Recently, the government "sells" assets, the public pays
the World Bank sought-and failed-to per- nothing real. The public has the equivalent of
suade the government of a transition economy 500 million coconuts in cash before and after
to eliminate minimum prices in its voucher the sale regardless of whether vouchers or cash
privatization. But far more important would or both are used. Both cash and vouchers are



The Veil of 'Vouchers

mere pieces of paper, costlessly created by risky than using cash. Second, used cleverly,
government fiat. The only difference is that vouchers are one way-but not the only way-
using cash may lower the price level. Voucher of generating some harmless illusions. Using
privatization merely transfers assets held in col- vouchers may seem a more equitable approach
lective (state) ownership to segregated indi- to the public, and it helps avoid claims that the
vidual accounts, and purchasing power is government is selling assets "too cheaply"-
irrelevant in this "redesignation." If vouchers thereby safeguarding the difficult transition to a
or cash could add to wealth or augment capi- market economy.
tal or purchasing power, the printing press
would be the philosopher's stone that alche- i If book values were not adequately adjusted for inflation, market

mists have long sought. values would be higher. But if the assets cannot be redeployed

from producing what central planners dictate to producing what

Why vouc:hers? customers want. market values would be lower. In either case,
however, the coconut equivalent of the untendered currencv would
remain unchanged

If cash can do what vouchers can, why vouch- 2 For simplicity, this example ignores the 5 to 10 percent of those

ers? Some prefer vouchers as a means to redis- eligible who are too apathetic to collect vouchers and the sitnilarShare of distributed vouchers that expire unused.
tribute wealth, to make privatization "fair," but A ceiling on the currency price of vouchers is a floor on the

in reality any redistribution would be very voucher price of currency. A discouInt is often allowed for cash

small. Even in the most totalitarian of commu- payments, but this detail would only cILuer. not alter, the analv
sis. EvTen if a too pengo (face value) s'oucher were accepted as

Viewpoint is an open nist societies, the value of physical assets the equivalent to cash for asset sales, it would not exchange for a 100
forum intended to government owns is dwarfed by human capi- pengo currency note in secondary inarket trades. WVhile the gov-
encourage dissemina- tal which is unaffected ra zto Labor erminent is obliged to accept a 100 pengo votIcher instead of a
tion of and debate on tal, by ptv t0at n. Too pengo note, it is not obligated to convert one into the other

ideas, innovations, and income generally accounts for about three-quar- on demand (as it must exchange a 100 pengo currency note for
best practices for ters of GNP-but for far more early in transi- five 20 pengo notes, or vice versa). The pengo prices of different
expanding the private tion, when existing capital has been rendered denominations of currency notes are pegged (with both a floor

sector. The views t and a ceiling), but the currency price of a voucher has only a
published are those of nearly worthless-with the rest of GNP the re- ceiling.
the authors and should turn to capital, both land and machines. State- Vrouchers may still trade at a slight discount because their option
not be attributed to the value is small er tItan that of cash, which does not expire. At mod-
World Bank or any of its owned assets are only part of such capital, so est interest rates, this option value woulcd be swamped by the

affiliated organizations. the potential wealth redistribution through transaction cost (bid-ask spread).
Nor do any of the con- vouchers is small. The growing disparities in If some firms remain unsold, the vouchers freed up would be

clusions represent used in bidding for the other firms, depressing secondary market
official policy of the wealth in postcommunist economies reflect the prices for vouchers below 4 pengitos

World Bank or of its highly skewed distribution of entrepreneurship
Executive Directors (and rent-seeking abilities, given the contin-
or the countries they u S. Ramacbandran (sramacbandran
represent. ued price distortions and subsidies), not unfair @worldbank.org). Private Sector Development

privatizatiorn.
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paper. are a nervous breed who see vouchers as less


